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Issue of AIDS induces sale of condoms at Kenyon
Bvy Rick Kesslpressler . a i r- - c .
The bookstore's recent decision to sell con-
ns has touched off debate on campus.
Lmors of the installation of condom
i-pens-
ing machines in the Farr Hall bath-:om- s
have permeated the College lately as
:!1. Conversations with various officials
:i faculty have confirmed that such
liberations have indeed taken place.
The college chaplain, Rev. Andrew Foster,
-- ens that the recent Surgeon General's
report on Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn
drome (AIDS) and the use of the condom in
retarding the spread of this disease sparked
conversation on the topic of AIDS at Kenyon
and the availability of condoms on campus.
It was Foster who "got conversation started"
on the topic of condom availability at Ken-
yon for those wishing to protect themselves
and their partners from possible exposure to
AIDS or other sexually transmitted diseases.
Foster, along with President Philip H. Jor
dan, Jr. and college physician Dr. Tracv
Provost decision to be made soon
By Todd Van Fossen
Spring is in the air at Kenyon, and as the
;'?ets warmer, the search for a provost and
; faculty members at the College heats up
a well.
The formal search for a permanent provost
"3an last October with the formation of a
wen-memb- er Provost Search Committee,
-- cording to Economics Professor Bruce
J:emer, the committee consists of Presi-f- t
Philip H. Jordan, Jr., trustees of the
ge, faculty members and students.
s;u'ty members on the committee represent
four academic divisions and ten different
vartments. The student committee mem-'- "
were chosen from nominations pre- -
to Student Council.
part of the search process, adver-jnien- ts
were placed in various trade jour-an- d
letters were sent to nearly 150 col-e- s
and universities nationwide. From a
of 97 candidates who submitted corn-
ed applications by the January 31 dead- -
15 were called for interviews in Colum-'- y
Four finalists were then asked
to visit Kenyon.
Gensemer outlined the basic qualities the
College is seeking in its permanent provost.
These include experience as an undergrad-
uate teacher, a degree of administrative ex-
perience (such as serving as a chair of an
academic department) and a commitment to
the ideals of liberal education.
According to Gensemer, much time has
been spent on the provost search because of
the importance of the position. The provost,
an officer of the College, has a broad govern-
ing role involving academic programs, facul-
ty matters and overall academic leadership.
No date has yet been set for a final decision
in the provost search. Candidate visits to the
campus will continue through April 2. The
Provost Search Committee will then make its
confidential recommendation to President
Jordan within ten days of April 4, and the
president will make his decision at a later
date. The president's decision must then be
presented to the Board of Trustees for final
approval.
see PROVOST page five
Schermer affirm that the subject arose almost
wholly in the context of the AIDS epidemic,
and not as a matter of birth control. Jordan
does not believe that the presence of con-
doms in Gambier is the issue, but the ques-
tion is, rather, one of the responsibility of a
liberal arts college in the face of AIDS.
What might once have been a controversial
topic, the sanctioning of condom sales by the
College has thus far provoked no known op-
position. Bookstore manager Jack Finefrock
states that he has received phone calls from
County bike path completion in the future
By Michael Ueland
Plans are underway for a Knox County
:;;cle path which will provide a safe alter- -
; ne to bikers and joggers. The path will
.."er the 14.8 mile distance over the aban-::ne- d
railroad beds that connect Mount Ver-;:- n
with Danville.
The project will cost a total of 1.2 million
--
liars and has been divided up into two
;"ases. Phase I, which will cover the 5.45
"ie stretch between Mount Vernon and
-- i.T.bier, is set to begin construction in early
''A. Currently, representatives of Mount
"non, Gambier, Howard and Danville
immunities and other persons appointed by
"e Knox County Commissioner's Office
se formed a nine-memb- er Knox County
&e Path Advisory Board to oversee the work
x on the bike path. Phase I of the path
U start at Memorial Park in Mount Vernon
'i will follow a course parallel to that of
;M Route 229 until it intersects with 229 at
the lower end of campus near the athletic
fields. The path itself will have a three inch
concrete base and will be ten feet wide.
J. Phil Samuell, chairman of the advisory
board, notes that the new path, although it
will be accessible to everyone, "is a good op-
portunity to provide a recreational activity to
older people." Because of the low grade of
the five-mil- e route, the path will be especially
geared towards senior citizens and the handi-
capped.
The preliminary plans for Phase I have
already been completed, work is due to start in the
early spring of next year and should be
completed by the following fall. It
is hoped that Phase II of the project, the re-
maining 9.35 miles from Gambier to Dan-
ville, will be completed by 1989.
Money for the bike path stems entirely
from federal tax dollars and from the Ohio
Department of Transportation (ODOT).
Samuell stresses that the federal funds being
appropriated are to be used specifically for
bike paths. Samuell adds, "If we don't use
the funds some other place in the country
will."
He notes that there has been general en-
thusiasm for the project though the
plans have mef some opposition. Those who
are opposed to it, mainly landowners near
the proposed bike path, fear that it will pro-
mote vandalism along the route and also pose
a security risk. However, Samuell believes
see BIKE page eight
parents expressing gratitude on behalf of his
decision to carry condoms in the book store.
As well, Schermer and Foster concur that
there has been a re-evalua- tion of the condom
in light of the AIDS epidemic.
Schermer points out that there is, and
probably should be, a re-thinki- ng about the
conduct of sexual relationships due to AIDS.
"Basically, every time you have a sexual
relationship you are being exposed to the
previous relationships of your partner . . .
decisions made behind closed doors are hav-
ing an effect on the course of the disease."
Condoms are a source of protection from
the disease, yet they are not wholly reliable
either as birth control or health protection.
Schermer states that approximately one out
of every 320 to 340 condoms breaks or is defec-
tive, although he still believes that the use of
a condom during sexual relations is a good
method of retarding the spread of AI DS. It is
important to note, however, that not all con-
doms are adequate for this use, specifically
the "natural" condoms, which are composed
of collagen, while impermeable to sperm,
see CONDOM page eight
Recipients chosen for Honor's Day
By Sonya Dudgeon
Two honorary degree recipients have been
chosen for this year's Honor's Day on April
14. Robert J. Himmelright, Jr. and Raymond
A. Ioanes will receive Doctor of Law degrees
in recognition of their accomplishments.
Himmelright, a native of Canton, Ohio,
attended Kenyon from 1946 until 1948. He
then attended the University of New Mexico,
graduating from there in 1949. Himmelright
also served in the U.S. Naval Reserve from
1944-4- 6 and 1950-5-1. He was employed by
Monarch Rubber Co., (which became Tele-dyn- e
Monarch Rubber in 1969) from 1949
until 1984. During those years, Himmelright
served as President from 1963 to 1983 and
became chairman in 1984; he retired in 1984.
r
Robert J. Himmelright, Jr.
f
As ' ,
Raymond A . Ioanes
Currently, Himmelright acts as chairman for
Monarch South Shores Ltd. in Highland
Beach, Florida. Himmelright also serves --as
deputy chairman for the Campaign for Ken-
yon. President Philip H. Jordan, Jr. remarks
that Himmelright is "a very faithful worker
for Kenyon as a trustee and alumnus."
Also a native Ohioan, Ioanes graduated
from Kenyon in 1940 with a B.A. in Economics.
In 1940, he received a fellowship with the
National Institute of Public Affairs. He
worked for the Department of Agriculture
(USDA) from 1940-4- 5 by assisting senior of-
ficials in developing policies for school lunch,
food stamp and direct distribution programs;
he later administered these programs at a
local level. Finally, he helped the administr-
ate HONOR'S page eight
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Council and Conflicting Interests
This past week, Student Council won praise for putting political savvy
ahead of bureaucratic streamlining as they voted down a proposal to abolish
the Student Lectureships Committee.
The proposal (from the Constitutional Review Committee) recommended a
scheme which, while clearing up the perennial awkward dealings between
Council and Student Lectureships, would have greatly reduced student author-
ity over lectureship decisions. Council alertly recognized this danger and
opted instead to take on the formidable task of restructuring the Student Lec-
tureships Committee by-law- s. .
We hope this ruling sets a precedent as Student Council tackles other issues
which may pit bureaucratic simplicity in opposition to general student in-
terests. For example, the current plans for a Student Center are prime candi-
dates for such. reflection.
In early February, Council was presented with a proposal from the ad hoc
Student Center Committee spelling out the space requirements and proposed
uses for a "Kenyon Center for Campus Organizations." This proposal was
passed by a large margin, though we believe it overlooks the true needs of the
student body. In short, it is the right answer to the wrong question. The very
name of this Center should make it clear why it is off target; long before we
create a "Center for Campus Organizations," we should be pushing for a
"Center for Campus Residents" that is, a student union.
That there is a need for a student union is painfully obvious. Kenyon pro-
vides students with no 24-ho- ur study space since the 3 a.m. closing of Gund
Commons was implemented. Neither has the College made available any sort
of inexpensive snacks (even vending machines) after midnight. And lest we be
pacified by the existence of the Gund Game room, recall the plastic mats which
cover the precious new carpeting, making the place as welcoming as
Grandma's plastic-covere- d furniture and implying the same message: You're
allowed in, but don't touch anything. As far as gathering spaces go, we are
thus forced to choose between Peirce Lounge, Nu Pi Kappa, or the Olin
Library.
While a student union could address all of these concerns, the proposed
"Student Center" addresses none of them. Its purposes are stated as facilitating
"communication among student groups . . . and cooperation between clubs
. . ." as well as "enabling Student Council to fulfill its constitutional obliga-
tions to support and monitor student groups."
Accordingly, the space requested by this proposal includes: "a formal
meeting room;" "a lounge and reception area which could provide space for a
small library, an information desk, and informal meetings or gatherings;" "a
Student Council office . . . with safe storage space for its permanent records
and a computer;" and "shared offices for organizations."
While we appreciate the utility of such a building, we feel that it is neither a
true "Student Center" nor a top priority. We encourage Council to reconsider
whether its purpose is the betterment of student life or simply the institu-
tionalization of its own bureaucracy. If the wisdom that informed the lec-truesh- ips
decision can be brought to bear on the Student Center issue, we are
confident that Council can address our true needs: a center for people, not
paperwork.
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To the Editors:
Every year, Middle Path Day provides
members of the community a unique oppor-
tunity to come together to work towards the
enhancement of Kenyon's natural beauty.
This year, it is scheduled for Saturday, from
noon to 4:00 p.m.
Throughout the day, members of the com-
munity are invited to stop by the information
desk outside of Ascension Hall to be directed
and transported to the project of their
choice. Members of the Buildings and
Grounds Committee along with staff from
the Maintenance Department will serve as
project leaders.
Middle Path Day is a Kenyon tradition
that began in 1970, when there were rumors
that the path would be paved, thereby cutting
down the costs of maintaining it on an annual
basis. The threat of eliminating an integral part
of the beauty of the campus caused community
members of all ages to gather together. With
rakes and trash bags in hand, the first Middle
Path Day was begun. This day was an im-
mediate success, as approximately 600 people
helped out. Although the threat of paving
Middle Path is no longer with us, the tradition
of Middle Path Day is. In addition, Middle
Path Day is now scheduled for the weekend
before parents weekend.
Along with the traditional tasks of raking
the path and collecting trash, there are
To the Kenyon Community:
I want to draw your attention to an up-
coming talk by Dr. Al Fritsch, S.J. Dr.
Fritsch will speak on "Religion and En-
vironmental Concern: Can There Be a Chris-
tian Environmental Ethic?" on Monday at
4:15 p.m. in Peirce Lounge.
Al Fritsch is a very unusual and talented
man, bringing together in one person activity
and strong backgrounds in three areas: in
science, religion and environmental activism.
He has a Ph.D. in chemistry from Fordham
University, and has for many years also been
a Jesuit. He taught chemistry at Fordham for
several years in the 1960s, before choosing to
focus his energies on issues of science and
public policy. From 1970 to 1977, he was co-direc- tor
of "Science in the Public Interest,"
centered in Washington, D.C. In 1977 he
returned to his native eastern Kentucky to
h- :
THE READERS WRITE
several other events planned for this
The front of Peirce Hall will be lands,
with dense yew, stewartstonian azalea
dwarf burning bush to build upon the f
tial beauty of that area. Other lane
plantings are planned in front of the f
and in the south bed of the Olin Li-Mulchi- ng
is also needed around many
trees on campus. There are tentative pi.
transplant pine trees to the athletic
before Saturday's double-heade- r.
With such a variety of projects, the:
considerable amount of work to be .
The committee hopes that members ft;
aspects of the Kenyon community wii
out for one, two or even all four ho
help in this community effort.
As has been pointed out, saving mom
been a direct result of a successful .V
Path Day, but is not the reason it con;
Instead, the tradition remains as a tin
people to get together and have fun
benefiting the entire community.
Any questions concerning the event rr
directed to Jamie Norton at 2581,
Steven Vaden, Grounds Supervisor, at
The rain date will be Sunday, Ar
Thank you for your support,
Jamie Norton '87
Middle Path Day Coordinator
Fritsch to deliver talk on
environmentalism and religion
found "Appalachia Science in the '
Interest," now centered in Livingston,
tucky.
Out of the last fifteen years of Al's
has come many different kids of act:
He has been a prolific author, pnx
many books, including A Theology
Earth (1972) and Environmental
(1980). He has been one of the key ;
reflecting on Christian resources fora
attitudes and practices toward the er
ment. Since he has returned to Kentuc
has especially been involved with Apr
an issues, working on legal and ethical
related to land use, helping to set u
works monitoring water in the Appafc
pioneering low-co- st solar housing '
mountains, developing appropriate
nology for the region, holding many
see FRITSCH pane eight .
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During the Civil War, a mysterious nomad
(Clint Eastwood) enters into a macabre part-r.ersh- ip
with Mexican gunman (Eli Wallach).
The two join forces with a sadistic criminal
tiwado. Directed by Lawrence Kasdam.
barring Kevin Kline, Scott Glenn and
feanna Arquette. 1985. 133 minutes.
Out in the distance stirs a large dust cloud
is four armed men race from an angry
biffs posse. This is not a scene from a
!'-0-
's western, but rather a recent
:'ease from director Lawrence Kasdan.
erado is a typical western that involves
entire law enforcement community enforc-3- E
the wrong laws for the wrong people.
Having joined forces at first by sheer accident,
'efour riders discover they share a common
'FEATURES"APR. 2, 1987 PAGE THREE
Talent of Kenyon students apparent in Senior Exercises
By Robin Zapler
An exhibit of four Senior Exercises in
Studio Art opened in the Olin Gallery on
March 30. Presented in the show are the
orks of Molly Hershey, Cornelia Wagner,
Carolyn Harper and Mary Hundt. Their
orks are diverse and exciting, providing for
an engaging show overall.
Hershey's portion of the exhibit consists of
juries of black-and-whi- te silver gelatin print
nhotographs of natural wood. She explained
ihat she chose to photograph trees primarily
because they allow for a good study of light.
Indeed, Hershey takes full advantage of the
opportunities afforded to her by the texture
of her subject in that the viewer becomes
iransfixed by her photographs in order to ex-jmi- ne
the contrasting light values which seem
:o be the focus of her work.
Another aspect of Hershey's work which
ampels the viewer's eyes to wander about
x photograph is the angles from which she
shoots. 1 noticed many people at the show's
opening arguing about whether a certain
photograph was shot from an aerial view or
from the bottom of the tree looking up;
whether it was a fallen tree, or a dead stump
or something alive and standing. Thus, the
Hist aptly entitles the series We Pass This
Bi.
The only figurative artist of the four,
U'atner, is showing both studies of female
rides as well as her development of them in-:- o
full scale paintings. Though her work is to
i certain extent illusionistic, the true subject
other paintings seems to be color. Wagner's
I x of patterns painted into her figures' en
vironments allows her to experiment with col-
or, she says. Those patterns as well as the
perspective she uses, especially in Woman
Standing on a Platform in the Study, remin-
isce of Mattise, she admits.
Though the orange, almost florescent
tones of her figures in a few of the paintings
are a bit distracting and detract from the unity
of the works, they successfully contrast the
figures with their surroundings, as they aug-
ment how well she has combined and layered
color to paint those surroundings. Wagner
points out that she opts for orange and pink
to paint the nudes themselves because they
create a kind of "glow" and make modeling
easier than dark colors do.
Her nude studies, and particularly the ones
done in conte crayon, are quite well done.
The burnt orange color of the crayon accen-
tuates the earthiness and rustic quality of the
models' poses, as does the soft, subjective
line it creates.
Working in mixed media, the next artist,
Harper, has no qualms about calling her
creations "junk art." Sandpaper, newspaper,
lace, satin, wood scraps, corrugated card-
board, wallpaper, silver and gold foil, wall
panelling, sequins, photographs, pieces of
quilt anything is useable in Harper's art.
Aside from Up So Floating Many Bells
Down, which appears unfinished and awk-
wardly three dimensional, her collage com-
bines colors, shapes and textures in interest-
ing ways.
For instance, one composition is done in
subtly blended and contrasted shades of pink
with equally well-blende- d forms and textures.
The result is that until it is poined out, or the
The Good, The Bad and The Ugly
Tie Good, The Bad and The Ugly. Directed
?! Sergio Leone. Starring Clint Eastwood,
LeeVanCleef, and Eli Wallach. 161 minutes.
m.
(Lee Van Cleef, the former karate champion)
for much higher stakes.
Yes, this is one of the infamous "Spaghetti
Westerns," but so what? Besides, this is
definitely the best of the bunch. This Sergio
Leone picture is enhanced by Ennio Mor-ricone- 's
brilliant score and adds up to a night
of good family entertainment (providing that
you're related to the Munsters). Jeff
Richards
Silverado
enemy. By agreement, they meet
each other again in Silverado, a small, seem-
ingly innocent town, which harbors the
group of men that caused each a great
misfortune. Each character must go through
his own hardships and decisions which lead
to surprising results. This is not an average
"shoot and kill 'em" western, but actually
allows for character development. For those
who enjoy an old western or for those who
would like to see a good movie, Silverado
provides an exciting and touching 130 minutes
of entertainment. For those who do not enjoy
westerns, perhaps this movie might change your
mind. Brian Lexvold
Children of Denial
ttildren of Denial. Produced by Jack Fahey.
atunng Claudia Black. 1985. 28 minutes.
-- Ponsored by a grant from the McKnight
foundation).
ln Children of Denial, Claudia Black,
'S.W. pn.D, jn family therapy, discusses
:i three basic tenets which rule the lives of
ren of alcoholics. Though the focus of
lls film centers around children of
-- oholics, the problems described are ex-pQienc- ed
by people who grow up in many
of dysfunctional families. This includes
'dren who lived in families with excessive
''Pulsive behaviors such as gambling, drug
abuse, overeating, chronic illness, overbear-
ing religious attitudes, mental illness, finan-
cial stress and other potentially dysfunctional
systems. Children growing up in dysfunc-
tional family systems suffer from subtle, but
long-lastin- g psychological impairments. Re-
cent studies have shown that all family
members are affected, no matter how normal
their behavior may appear. If you grew up in
such" a family system, or if you are concerned
about a friend, I urge you to see this tilm
tonight! Following the movie there will be a
question and answer session, lead by Camille
Culbertson (M.S.W. in chemical dependency). This
is a film that should not be missed - Cindy Decker
work is studied for a while, it is unapparent
that in front of the viewer is a reclining fig-
ure. In that sense, the fun and playfullness
which are so much a part of the artist's work
come through and involve the viewer in the
artistic process.
The fourth artist in the show, Hundt, mix-
es lithography with pastel and spraypaint to
achieve a captivating effect. Hundt's series of
eight self-portrai- ts are vibrant (with or
without the occasional use of glitter) and
dynamic without being violent or melodra-
matic as abstract self-portrai- ts, which cover
many facets of a personality, tend to be.
There is something complete about
Hundt's work. None of her paintings elicits
the comment "wouldn't it have been neat if
she'd done such-and-such- ." She repeats
printed patterns just enough and carries out
color combinations as far as they will go, and
by doing so creates unified wholes. Nothing
can be subtracted from or added to these
paintings.
Fools on the Hill Kenyon's
exciting new improv troupe
This Saturday in The Shoppes at 9:00 p.m.
two improvisational comedy groups. The
Burpee Seedie Company from Denison Uni-
versity and Kenyon's own. Fools on the Hill,
will perform their funniest for all to enjoy.
Denison's group has been together for several
years and has just completed an East Coast
tour during which the company entertained many
high school and college students. Kenyon's
group, however, is a relatively new club on
campus whose ten members have only been
rehearsing since mid-Januar- y.
The Kenyon improv group offers an alter-
native dramatic outlet for both the audience
and actors of the Kenyon community, as it's
main source is instant group creativity.
Although in both of this Saturday's review
there are "planned-out- " sketches, most skits
do not involve written scripts and have grown
out of improvisational games. Improv groups
are becoming much more of a college pheno-
mena since their early start in the comedy
clubs of Chicago, New York and Los
Angeles. Saturday Night Live and, the now
cancelled Second City Television, owe their
successes to this dramatic art form which many
of their stars received their start in improv
clubs.
Fools on the Hill recently made their debut
at last weeken's Owl Creek Revue perform-
ing two successful skits and, hope to be as
entertaining this weekend. The group
hopes to have three more performances be-
fore the end of the semester. This includes
Parent's Weekend, The Gambier Street Fair,
and for perspective Kenyon students.
Breaker Morant
Breaker Morant. Directed by Bruce
Beresford. Starring Edward Woodward and
Jack Thompson. 107 minutes. 1979.
Breaker Morant is the internationally ac-
claimed Australian film based on the real life
court martial of three Australian soldiers in
the British army during the Boer War. It is a
motion picture about loyalty, betrayal and
sacrifice.
"Breaker" Morant, the title character (a
"breaker" is a man who taTnes, or "breaks,"
wild horses), is the Australian version of the
Renaissance Man. He was reputed to be one
of the finest "breakers," a poet, a soldier and
a leader of men. Edward Woodward plays
this role well: a civilized man trying to remain
civilized in a barbaric world.
A pro-Australiananti-Br- itish bias ob-
vious in this movie. The Australians served in
the British army and were sacrificed for the
sake of a political maneuver. Even though
they were being betrayed, they were loyal to
their British superiors; this point is
demonstrated throughout the film. Mike
Mullen
Aliens
Aliens. Directed by James Cameron. Starring
Sigourney Weaver and Michael Biehn. 1986.
135 minutes.
It's finally here, the visually stimulating,
eerie horrorsci-f- i flick that outdoes its
predecessor. I'm talking about Aliens, the se-
quel made seven years after the original ex-
ploded in cinemas across the nation. This one
takes place decades after the original ended.
As you'll remember, Aliens ended with Of-
ficer Ripley (Weaver), after zapping a space
monster into stellar oblivion, going into
hibernation hoping to be eventually rescued
by a friendly spaceship. Well, rescued she is,
but the worst is far from over. Soon after she
is tucked safely away in her hospital bed,
Ripley is beseiged by nightmarish recollec-
tions. Soon she is told that a colony, stationed
Three Gasolines: Super Cetron, Cetron, Octron
Nitrex MPG Motor Oil
Atlas Tires
Atlas Batteries
on the same planet from whence the first
alien came, has broken all communications.
Ripley then volunteers to go back into her
personal horror with a brigade of marines in
order to find out what has really happened to
the colony.
The rest of the movie is a frenzy of fast ac-
tion, sharp dialogue and cinematography
you won't believe. Weaver, nominated for an
Oscar for this picture, is absolutely convinc-
ing as the woman who, although is reliving
her nightmare, finds the strength to deal with
the monstrous situation thrusted upon her.
Michael Biehn (from The Terminator) is
charmingly rugged as Hicks, the marine who
falls for Ripley. This movie is fast-pace- d and
genuinely entertaining school work can
wait another day. Mario Oliverio, II
Admission (only 50t) will be charged for this film.
LSOHIOJ
Campus Sohio
Servicing Domestic and Foreign Vehicles
101 Brooklyn St., Gambier 427-331- 0
Ol Philander
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Spring Riots and More General Disorder
By Tom Klein
"The riot is dissolute and costly. Its unrestrained nature encourages the destruction of
property and brings great risk of personal injury. It promotes unacceptable behavior
that mocks our traditions and regulations, and these attitudes often carry over to com-
promise community standards. The riot simply is not a catharsis for winter's
end." from the second of Two Statements, 1975.
Scheduled, by unanimous consent, for "the first nice Thursday after break," Spring
Riot is a time-honor- ed tradition, the spontaneous coming-togeth- er of Kenyon students
to celebrate the rites of Spring. In recent years, the Riot has consisted mainly of a bon-
fire in the South Quad, into which sofas, books, TV sets and fraternity bars helplessly
find their way.
For some reason, the administration has never looked too kindly upon Spring Riot
and in fact often has been downright disapproving. In 1939, when all 400 students came
together on Ascension lawn to burn the president (in effigy), the censure of college offi-
cials was particularly fervent. President Gordon K. Chalmers, in his second year at
Kenyon was already held in a bad light, having come from a "sissy" position at a ladies'
seminary and being "against boyish boozing," but his symbolic torching was actually in
protest to his shortening of Christmas break. Faculty members attempted to break up
the friendly gathering, but the students continued to revel, exalting earlier rebellious
feats of leaving a cow in the library, putting ducks in the swimming pool and bringing a
pig to church (students then could keep not only pets, but livestock in their rooms). Ap-
parently the town marshal was prevented from making arrests by the fact that, for
-- unknown reasons, he himself was locked in his jail cell.
To this type of behavior the administration has taken a consistent disliking. The Riot
of Sunday, April 5, 1965, mainly involved an innocent effort to dig up route 229 and
uncover the Philander Chase Well (which now has a marker set in the pavement). This
was done almost entirely with the intent to preserve the tradition of the well, but
nonetheless unamused school authorities called in the state patrol under the weak
pretense of preventing traffic from running into students. Fortunately, after two hours
of hostile confrontation, the crowd peacefully dispersed, leaving only the road as an in-
jured party.
Even in 1900, when the freshman took it upon themselves, in a sort of quiet riot, to
secretly paint green all the buildings in the center of town, disapproval was not slow in
coming. The administration became distinctly unhappy with the fact that not only col-
lege structures, but also homes and stores, were hit; they fined one offender five dollars.
Interestingly, a newspaper account of the painting admiringly states, "It was remarkable
that the freshmen should try to paint two nights in succession, but whatever comes of it,
they did a good job. There never has been quite so much ground covered before."
For the most part, Spring Riot has remained pretty much the same thing throughout
the years for how long is uncertain. No one has died yet. What administrators really
fear about the Riot is not the risk of injury or damage, but the pure animal spirit that
gets unleased, boiling up in a blinding rage from the dark base of a Kenyon student's
soul. But perhaps they should regard it as a contribution to some desired diversification
at Kenyon, namely, diversified psyches.
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Condoms create controversy
By Beth Miyashiro
In early March, condoms were made
available to the community via the Kenyon
College Bookstore. This particular addition
to the bookstore's endless offer of items has
prompted a variety of issues and opinions.
Those involved in making the condoms
available feel that such action was necessary
due to the continuing threat of AIDS. In Oc-
tober the Surgeon General "advocate the use
of condoms as protection against AIDS." It
appears that the role of the condom has
switched from a form of birth control to a
form of protection against the AIDS virus. This
"new" role of the condom is being advertised,
advocated and gradually accepted on a na-
tional level, but it appears that this under-
standing has yet to reach our own campus.
A majority of students questioned view the
availability of condoms in terms of birth con-
trol and considered the AIDS issue secon-
darily, or not at all. Unfortunately, this may
imply a certain level of ignorance on the part
of students concerning current national and
world issues.
But beyond this ignorance of "outside"
issues lies the ignorance and fear concern-
ing the topic of AIDS. If one does not
understand this virus, one is not likely to
see or be concerned with the relating issues.
Brad Koogler, one of the coordinators of the
GayStraight Alliance, feels that "condoms
will not be seen as a protective device until
the campus is actively educated about the
facts of AIDS." Until such education occurs,
he believes that the students will continue to
view the condoms in terms of birth control
and as an item long overdue in its availability
to the community. -
Father Kessler, Catholic Chaplain of the
the use of condoms in terms of both AID:
and birth control. He senses that "people ar:
assuming their problems are solved, in tern
of AIDS, with the use of condoms." H:
points out that "as condoms are not 100 et
fective as a form of birth control it shou!.
not be assumed that they are 100 effects
in preventing the contraction of the AID;
virus."
Behind these assumptions, though, ther
perhaps lies a deeper issue; an issue of ir
types of relationships college students ha:
and the amount of trust between those ir
volved. Father Kessler stresses the impo;
tance of making conscientious decisior
about intimate relationships and points o.
that the use of a condom infers a level c
mistrust. The idea that we now have to u
condoms, he says, means we have to fear th;
we are at risk. He feels that the ne
availability of condoms will not have ar
drastic consequences for the campus, b.
again encourages people to think more abo.
the reasoning behind the usefulness of condcr
doms.
A few students questioned why condor
are suddenly being advertised and advocate,
when they have been available for so ma;
years as a relatively effective means of bir
control. Some suggest that since men ne
have a reason to use condoms for their o
personal safety (protection against AID:
there is an important reason to be advocatr
their use. Along the same lines, as the pub
accepts that AIDS does not exclude r
heterosexual population, more efforts
made to promote preventive measures.
The addition of condoms to the bookt.
may have minimal impact upon the camr-Mor- e
important are the issues concern
their use and the education that is neces-- ;
College, expresses a general concern about to fully understand these issues.
Physics prof predicts SDI failure
protect all of the United States from nuc'.
By M. Bradley Smith
"SDI Strategic Defense Initiative has a
dismal chance for success," remarked Brian
Jones, Visiting Instructor of Physics, in a
Peace Coalition-sponsore- d lecture last
Thursday.
Jones cited a survey of the National
Academy of Sciences in which only 2A of
the scientists sampled said that the United
Slates would be able, in the next 25 years, to
build a system that would destroy 99 of all
incoming warheads, assuming no change in
the present capabilities of the Soviet forces.
Assuming a modernization of Soviet forces,
only 0.7 (3 out of 451) of the scientists felt
that the U.S. could build a system to stop
99 of incoming warheads.
The reason scientists are so pessimistic
about the success of SDI is the development
of Multiple Independently Targetable Re-
entry Vehicles (MIRV) which launch up to 14
warheads plus decoys from one missile. The
optimal point to intercept missiles is before
warheads separate from the missile, which
currently takes less than seven minutes. With
given technology, that time can be reduced to
about a minute.
Among various options being explored the
most reliable system would entail a land-base- d
exomer laser beam reflecting off a
geostationary satellite 22,000 miles above the
earth to a low orbiting satellite which would
direct the beam to the target. Jones calls this
system "difficult and costly," claiming that to
power the exomer laser alone would cost $140
billion.
Jones claims that "the administration is
selling the people a bag of goods." Although
the administration claims that SDI would
attack, the top scientists on the project c!.
that SDI would only protect U.S. missile-orde- r
to launch a retaliatory strike.
One of the various offshoots of SDI i:
development of ASAT, or killer sate!!
which destroy other satellites. According
Jones, this would have a destabilizing e'
on U.S. and Soviet relations. For exanif'.
a satellite stopped working would ii
because the satellite was defective or be.
the Soviets destroyed it?
Another problem with SDI, according
Jones, is the development of the nece-- ;
computer software. Twenty percent of SD
budget will be devoted to the development
computer programs which will be impossir
to "debug." The integration of a wide rar
of software developed by various progri'
mers into a unified whole would be extrem;
difficult and impossible to test.
. Jones also states that SDI is only a defer
against ballistic missiles, not guid-weapon- s,
like the cruise missile which t
deliver enough explosives to level a city.
Proponents of SDI often mention the p
sibility of spinoff projects, such as sup
computers and improved communicaw
and detection capabilities. Jones count;
that military expenditures are very "f-directe- d"
and that the classified nature
SDI research would inhibit commercial aprto
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Black, Jewish activist reveals 'rationality' of racism
By Alexandra Walker
y title of last Tuesday nights Lecture,
,men, Blacks, Jews and the Concepts of
j," given by Julius Lester, might have
, puzzling. The first half of the title might
,aie that a person of social consciene was
;Ling, but the second half could con-;i- ,t
that assumption because of its seem-- v
sexist language. As it turned out,
;r, a black and a Jew and a professor of
o-Ame-
rican and Jewish studies from Uni--;:- v
of Massachusetts at Amherst, chose
ccurate title for a very open-minde- d lec-- :
He offered an analysis of racism which
iined it as an idealization of the racial
irity and their image. Because white men
; dominated the world throughout
t ry, racism becomes their concept.
Ming from the idea that "racism is not
irrational phenomenon," Lester linked
-- ;nt racism to ideas formed in the Middle
sand the Renaissance. He acknowledged
: revealing a rational basis of racism,
.id be a disturbing suggestion to most
:!e. Our society worships reason and
eves all products of rational thinking to
positive. In the past, we've dismissed
n as an "aberration" in our society.
Lester asserted that racism is not incongruous
to humanity's inherent longing for coherence
and unity, of which rationality is a compo-
nent. Rather, he suggested that racism is
essential to maintaining an ordered state.
From the perspective that racism is a logical
result of society's evolution, Lester turned to
history for supporting evidence.
The Middle Ages basked in its social
organization. The simplicity of the feudal
system left no doubt about anyone's place in
society. The Catholic Church was the un-
disputed authority on all matters. The --
Renaissance introduced unsettling elements
to the social order. The use of reason, ad-
vocated most by Abelard, threatened the uni-
ty remaining from the Middle Ages. Lester
also attributed the upset of order to three
other events: the invention of printing; Martin
Luther's Protestant Reformation and the ex-
ploration of Africa and the Americas.
Each promoted the assertion of the in-
dividual's will. The invention of printing was
a "democratizing force," destroying the
Church's control over the written word.
Knowledge was no longer available only to
the privileged few members of the Church.
Thus, the Church lost its hold over the
masses as they discovered a "new way of
j
i
Tillie Olsen, Kenyon's Gund Writer-in-Residenc- e, arrived March 28 and will be here
lor two weeks, Olsen is a prize-winnin- g American novelist and short story writer, having
on the O'Henry First Prize Award in 1961 for Tell Me A Riddle. Olsen, born in
Nebraska, has written five books, the best known of which are Tell Me A Riddle, Yon-nondi- o:
From the Thirties, and Silences. Her work has been anthologized more than 97
"mes, made into three films and an opera, and published in 14 languages.
Olsen's origin, identification and life are primarily working class. She has lived most
of her life in San Francisco. Olsen began writing when she was young, but her hectic
fay-to-da- y life of working jobs and raising four daughters "silenced" her for 20 years.
Although "public libraries were my college, " Olsen has taught at Amherst College, Stan-lor- d
University, was writer-in-residen-ce at M..T., Distinguished Visiting Professor at
the University of Massachusetts in Boston, and a Fellow of the Radcliffe Institute. She
is the recipient of a Ford Foundation grant and a grant from the National Endowment
lortheArts. She has also received a Guggenheim Fellowship and Literary Award from
the American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters. Alice Walker says of Olsen,
"There are few writers who manage in their work and in their, sharing of their unders-
tanding to actually help us to live, to work, to create, day by day. Tillie Olsen is one of
'hose writers for me. "
Olsen will be active during her two weeks at Kenyan, but stresses her availability to
dents. Her office is located on the second floor of the Crozier Center, and she urges
students to talk to her about anything, anytime. Olsen is dynamic, compelling and com-Wssiona- te.
Don't miss the chance to meet and talk with this very special woman.
thinking and experiencing the world." Chris-
tianity was no longer the only source of
truth. The Reformation caused a break from
the traditional church and placed emphasis
on the authority of the priest. The growth of
secular knowledge gave birth to a "secular
man."
Along with the recognition of the in-
dividual came the belief in one's power as
man. Unfortunately, stated Lester, "for the
European to celebrate himself as man, he had
to denegrate someone as non-man- ." This
need explained the range of activities which
occurred in the late fifteenth and early six
teenth centuries. While geniuses and artists
such as Michelangelo and Erasmus were cre-
ating and writing in one part of the conti-
nent, Africans were being forced into slavery
and Jews exiled in another part of the conti-
nent.
Lester pointed out that women were pun
ished because they aroused men's sexual in-
stincts, instincts which were considered evil.
Explorers felt ill at ease with how comfort-
able Africans seemed to be with their sexual-
ity and emotions. A common stereotype of
Jews characterizes them as intensely express-
ive. From accounts of burning suspected wit-
ches at the stake to examples of all the con-
notations of blacks, Lester illustrated the
Provost search
continued from page one
Four candidates are now being considered
as finalists. Candidate information, in-
cluding educational philosophies and
background, is available for review in the
Course Reserve Room of the library.
Following is a brief look at the provost
candidates:
Neil B. Weissman: Current Director of Na-
tional Endowment for the Humanities
(NEH) Programs and Assistant to the Dean
of the College at Dickinson (PA). He has
wide administrative experience and a
teaching background in history, sociology
and area studies;
Reed S. Browning: Current Acting Provost
at Kenyon. He has served as a Professor of
History at Kenyon, as well as a Chair of the
Department of History, and has been a part
of the Kenyon faculty since 1967. He has also
had extensive administrative experience;
Samuel Schuman: Current Academic Dean
of Guilford College (N.C.). He has wide ex-
perience in curricular leadership and faculty
development, as well as teaching experience
in English as an Assistant Professor at Cor-
nell College (Iowa);
Sue Ann Huseman: Current Director of
the Humanities Division at Illinois Wesleyan
University. She previously headed the
Department of Foreign Languages at IWU,
and has teaching experience as a Professor of
French and Comparative Literature at IWU.
In addition to the provost search, Kenyon
is seeking to add new members to its faculty.
According to Acting Provost Browning,
there are nine permanent (or tenure-track- )
positions to be filled within the College's four
academic divisions. Of, those, one position
each in math and anthropology-sociolog- y are
TraveggStore
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white man's tendency to "shove off aspects
of his humanity which he finds disturbing on-
to other races, sexes or cultures, so that his
equally strong desire for order can be fulfilled.
Thus, Lester asserted that racism is white
self-hatre- d. He called on society to accept the
fact that evil is intrinsic in our nature. And he
stated that "our humanity is formed in our
capacity to live close to our evil so that we
won't see it in others." However, he added
that our responsibility needs to be demon-
strated by creating a new system of order in
which whites did not merely tolerate other
races but one in which those races' values
become a part of the social order.
The exploration of Africa and the
Americas further upset the status quo of
order and conformity. It provided new op-
portunities for those who felt confined by the
rigid European social order. The discovery of
valuable, unusual goods caused the develop-
ment of capitalism. A result of capitalism
was the separation of work from other life
activities. This required the repression of
man's non-ration- al qualities (e.g. emotion,
instinct, sexuality). Because these qualities
hindered production and discouraged confor-
mity they came to be regarded as "negative."
At the same time, they were often used to
describe the characters of women, blacks and
Jews.
new positions, while the rest will fill "current
or anticipated vacancies." Other temporary po-
sitions within the faculty are also being filled.
In order to attract applicants for the facul-
ty positions, the openings were advertised na-
tionally. Provost Browning mentions that,
in seeking highly-qualifie- d candidates for
faculty positions, women and minorities are
being encouraged to apply.
From pools of applicants ranging from 40
to 400, a local search committee then reviews
the candidates and asks three or four to make
a visit to the campus. The criterion for can-
didate selection varies according to respective
academic departments.
While on campus, each candidate must
meet with various faculty members, students,
the college president and the provost. Brown-
ing stresses that input from all these parties
concerning the candidates is then taken into
consideration. Each candidate for faculty
positions is also required to give two presen-
tations during his or her visit to Kenyon;
these vary within different departments, but
usually consist of conducting a class and
presenting a professional paper.
After review, the appropriate academic
department then presents its hiring recom-
mendation to the provost, which is usually
accepted.
In describing the faculty search process,
Browning feels its guiding purpose is to pre-
sent Kenyon as a pleasant place to work and
live by exposing candidates to the College's
atmosphere of "hard work and friendliness."
It is important, according to Browning, Tor
the search process to "reflect well on
Kenyon."
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Ladies leave opponents in wake, capture fourth NCAA Div. Ill title
By Melissa Miller
It probably didn't come as a surprise to
anyone that the Kenyon Ladies' swim team
won their fourth consecutive NCAA Division
III championship. This is not to say that the
meet did not have its share of surprises, in-
cluding the qualifying of three relay teams
and an individual for Division I nationals.
Kenyon won the meet hands down, holding
off Pomona-Pitze- r, who taunted the Ladies
wilh their cheer, "you ain't got no beach,"
659 to 349.5 (U.C.S.D. finished third with
250 points). Kenyon swam its way to victory
in 5 out of 20 events.
On the first day of competition Beth Wel-
ly, Jeannine Gury, Amy Heasley, and Teresa
Zurick set the pace by winning the 200
Medley Relay in 1:47.97, a new NCAA meet
and pool record. Welty, who has swum in
this event since her freshman year, had a per-
sonal best time in her backstroke leg. The
distance swimmers performed well in the 500
Free, with sophomore Erin Finneran taking
second place with a time of 4:07.88. Chris
Jacob (seventh), Missi Nelson (eighth), Jeni
Kern (12th), and Abbe Jacobson (14th) all
earned All-Americ- an status by placing in the
top 16 in this event. The sole point winner in
the 200 Individual Medley was Amy Heasley,
who took first place with a time of 2:08.47.
Senior captain Patty Abt swam the 50 Free in
23.74 seconds, giving her a record-breakin- g
18th NCAA title (Katherine Eckrich of
Williams College held the previous record for
most NCAA titles with 17; former Olympic
swimmer Tracy Caulkins had 16). Junior
Teresa Zurick finished fifth in this event with
24.69. In the 800 Free Relay, the team of
Jacob, Zurick, Finneran, and Abt set a new
NCAA record. Their time of 7:37.60 beat sec-
ond pace Pomona by 13 seconds (approx-
imately one pool length).
Sing to the tune of the Budweiser commer-
cial: "The Kenyon Ladieswe're standing tall.
When we swim by we've said it all." Rather
than letting up and giving the other teams a
chance to score some points, Ladies Abt,
Zurick, Finneran, and Heasley started off
day two of the meet with an outstanding 200
Free Relay, which not only set a new meet
and pool record (final time of 1:35.76), but
qualified for Division I nationals as well.
Leading off the relay, Abt split 23.54 which
qualified her for Division I NCAA's in the 50
Free. Freshman Missi Nelson earned her first
collegiate NCAA victory by going 4:35.55 in
the 400 I.M. Kenyon had three other swim-
mers earn All-Ameri- ca status in this event.
Kelly Miller took tenth, Beth Kremer took
13th, and Kim McMahon took 14th. In the
100 Butterfly, Heasley set a new meet record
with a time of 46.73. According to Coach Jim
Steen, Heasley has made many break-
throughs in her fly times since her
freshman year: "After two years, she has
finally controlled her race. Amy took the first
50 out slower and brought it back hard".
Juniors Barb Misener and Annette Laursen
finished 12th and 15th for Kenyon. Gury
swam to victory in the 100 Breaststroke for
the second year in a row with a time of
1:07.04. Finneran and Welty had a two-thre- e
finish in the 100 Backstroke, with Finneran
going 59.45 and Welty going 1:00.74. Jacob
rounded out the Kenyon crew with a fifth
place finish. In the 200 Free, Abt gained yet
another NCAA title and set a new meet
record with a time of 1:52.31. Juniors Zurick
(1:56.18) and Jacobson (1:57.24) took sixth
and tenth, respectively. Ending Friday's
events, the Kenyon women proved that the
200 Free Relay was not just a dream by quali-
fying for Division I nationals in the 400
Medley Relay. The team of Finneran, Gury,
Heasley, and Abt went 3:52.97, setting a new
meet record.
"The Kenyon Ladies going for more.
We've gotten three, now we want four." On
the last day of the meet, the "pale-skinne- d"
Ladies stayed on top and proved to everyone
that their new short haircuts were well worth
the money. There were four finishers in the
1650 Free. Chris Jacob took third place with
a time of 17:30 25. Nelson came in fourth,
Kern took 11th, and Miller took 16th. Fin-
neran avenged her loss in the 100 back by
winning the 200 Back with a time of 2:08.63.
Kenyon had three other swimmers in the
championship heat of this event. Jacob took
third, Welty took sixth, and Nelson took
eighth. In the 100 Free, Abt took first place
(for a total of 23 titles if anyone is still count-
ing) with a time of 51.55. Zurick went 53.33
to take third, and Jacobson took 15th.
Breaststroke "queen" Gury won the 200
Breaststroke with a time of 2:23.37, and
freshman Kim McMahon gained All-Americ- an
status with an 11th place finish. Setting
her fifth NCAA record in three days, Heasley
literally "flew" to victory in the 200 Fly with a
time of 2:03.76. Miller and Misener took 12th
and 15th respectively. Just in case there.
still a few skeptics in the crowd Abt, Zir
Finneran, and Heasley ended the N(
meet by qualifying for Division I nation;
the 400 Free Relay, also setting a new --
record. Beach or no beach, the Ke:
Ladies' swim team had their fourth N(
victory wrapped up.
"The Kenyon LadiesWe take no
We've gotten four, now we want FI
Coach Jim Steen was happy with the
come of the meet, but stressed the irr
tance of the whole season: "winning cha-onshi-ps
is nice, but the means have to jt
the ends. We've had our usual share of
points and low points throughout the sei
but overall I am pleased with the te;
Assistant Coach Joe Wilson praised
Ladies for having "their best dual r
season in terms of the way they perfo-agai- nst
he competition." Wilson menti:
the meets against U.N.C. (Division I) V
(Division 1) Wright State (Division II),.
Wooster as being "outstanding." Kenyo:
proved that it can be a contender a::
Division I schools. According to Steen
swimmers who represented Kenyon at th;
vision I nationals in Indianapolis (Abt. :
neran, Gury, Heasley, and Zurick) "prove:
everyone that they should be there"
beating several Division I schools such a
of Illinois, U. of Wisconsin, Harvard
Kenyon of the East), and Arizona State .
this was without a coach!). Steen is !cc-forwar- d
to next year, where he expects k
even more improvement from this y;
freshmen, who "have a lot of untapped
tential."
Ladies' tennis must 'play well' under pressure, aiming for nationals
By Susie Brown
The Kenyon Ladies' tennis team is off to a
good start. The Ladies, ranked twelfth in the
nation in Division III according to the pre-
season rankings, are now 4-- 1 overall and 1- -0
in NCAC action.
The team went to The World Tennis Cen-
ter in Naples, Florida, for the first week of
spring break, and played four matches during
their excursion. Their first match was against
DeKalb Community College near Atlanta on
March 7. The Ladies had no trouble with the
Patriots, winning the match, 9-- 0. Lynne
Schneebeck won at first singles, 4-- 6, 6-- 3, 6-- 2.
Clara Campbell had an easy time at second
singles with scores of 6-- 1, 6-- 4. Julie Kipka
had a tougher time at third singles, but
prevailed, 4-- 6, 7-- 6 (7-3- ), 6-- 0. Wendy Gould
breezed through her match, 6-- 0, 6-- 1. Fresh-
man Tia Tartaglione won her first collegiate
tennis match handily, 6-- 1, 6-- 3, and Grace
Gardner was merciless, winning, 6-- 0, 6-- 0. The
doubles team fared just as well, with Camp-
bell and Kipka winning with scores of 6-- 3,
6-- 3. Gould and Tartaglione humiliated their
opponents, 6-- 1, 6-- 1, and Schneebeck and
Susan Lind won their match, 6-- 3, 7-- 6 (7-0- ).
From Atlanta, the Ladies made the trek to
Naples with a layover near Tampa. On Sun-
day afternoon, they hit the courts again to
brave the sun, the warmth, and the fatigue
caused by excruciating practices and miles of
running organized by Coach Scott Thielke
The Ladies have a strong team again this
season, consisting of senior co-capta- in
Caroline Stirn, juniors Lind, Susie Brown,
and co-capta- in Schneebeck, sophomores
Campbell, Kipka, Gould, Gardner, and An-
drea Kenerson and freshmen Tartaglione,
Cindy Smith and Liz Franz. Says Coach
Thielke, "Team depth is most important. We
have twelve good players. Our second team is
better than Ohio's first team."
After the week of sun and fun in Naples,
the Ladies headed up to Tampa to play Hills-
borough Community College. Kenyon won
the match convincingly, 7-- 2. Winning singles
matches for the Ladies were Campbell, 6-- 4,
7-- 6 (7-2- ); Gould, 6-- 1, 6-- 2; Kipka, 6-- 1, 6-- 0;
Tartaglione, 6-- 3, 6-- 0; and Gardner, 6-- 0; 6-- 0.
Schneebeck had a tough match against a for-
mer national qualifier but was unable to pull
out a win, losing 7-- 5, 4-- 6, 6-- 7 (7-3- ). Gould
and Tartaglione won their doubles match,
6-- 4, 2-- 6, 6-- 3. Because of the length of the
match and the fact that the Ladies had a long
drive ahead of them, the other two doubles
matches were pro-eig- ht sets. Kipka and
Campbell lost a close match 9-- 8 (7-4- ).
Schneebeck and Gardner were victorious
however, winning 8-- 1.
The Ladies set new land speed records on
their trip from Tampa to Atlata and arrived
at their favorite Days Inn on Saturday at two
a.m. They faced sixth-ranke- d Emory
University in Atlanta. The Ladies had a
tough day, --losing the match, 4-- 5. Campbell
won her match convincingly, 6-- 2, 6-- 3. Also
victorious for Kenyon were: Julie Kipka, who
won, 6-- 3, 6-- 4; Gardner, with scores of 6-- 1,
6-- 1; and the doubles team of Schneebeck and
Gardner who won, 6-- 1, 6-- 4. Four of the
matches that Kenyon lost were three set
matches. Schneebeck lost a close one, 5-- 7,
6-- 4, 3-- 6. Gould won the first set of her
match, 6-- 0, but was unable to pull out the
victory, losing the final two sets, 2-- 6, 1-- 6.
Tartaglione lost, 4-- 6, 6-- 2, 1- -6. Campbell and
Kipka lost their doubles match, 1- -6, 3-- 6, and
in the final match, Tartaglione and Gould
almost pulled out a victory, but fell short,
losing, 5-- 7, 6-- 1, 3-- 6.
After the Emory match, most of the team
headed north to play Centre College in Ken-
tucky on Sunday, March 15. The Ladies had
little difficulty with Centre, winning the
match, 7-- 2. Schneebeck lost her singles
match to yet another national qualifier, 0-- 6,
6-- 2, 4-- 6. The Ladies swept the rest of the
singles matches with Kipka winning, 6-- 0, 6-- 2.
Tartaglione handled her opponent, 6-- 0, 6-- 1.
Brown defeated her foe 6-- 4, 6-- 2. Smith hu-
miliated her adversary, 6-- 0, 6-- 2, and Lind
won easily, 6-- 1, 6-- 1. The Ladies defaulted 1
doubles because Kipka had a flight to catch
in Lexington and Tartaglione's foot was in no
shape to play another match. Schneebeck
and Lind decimated the opposition, 6-- 0, 6-- 1,
and Smith and Brown humiliated their oppo-
nents, 6-- 1, 6-- 0.
Last Saturday, the Ladies faced conference
foe, the College of Wooster. Kenyon swept
the Scotties, winning, 9-- 0. Schneebeck defeated
a national qualifier, 6-- 4, 1-- 6, 6-- 1. Camp-
bell won easily, 6-- 1, 6-- 0. Gould was victor-
ious, 6-- 2, 6-- 3. Kipka posted another win, 6-- 0,
6-- 2. Tartaglione won 7-- 6 (7-2- ), 7-- 6 (7-3- ), and
r
Gardner won, 6-- 2, 6-- 3. Campbell and K
easily handled Wooster's 1 doubles ::
that defeated Emory's 1 doubles team.
6-- 1. Schneebeck and Gardner won :
doubles match, 6-- 1, 6-- 1, and Tartaglione
Gould breezed to 6-- 0, 6--1 victory a:
doubles. When asked his impression o:
season so far, Thielke commented,
playing well, but we are playing r;
sporadically now as a team. Today San
was the first day everyone played wello:
same day. Clara Campbell looks ece
Lynne has looked good and has lost s
tough matches all to national quali"
What's important is whether or not :
play well under pressure. We're better :
last year." The Ladies faced Ohio Wei
on Tuesday.
Lords and Ladies of the Week
Baseball:
Coach Kindbom gives the honor to senior co-capta- in Jim Hinkle who won the "S .
Glove" this week for outstanding defense. Hinkle also leads the team in batting.
batting average over .300.
Men's Lacrosse:
Offense:
Jefi Alpaugh led the team with nine ground balls and tallied three goals and t"
assists in the Lords' win against the Columbus Club team.
Defense:
John Ritz played "a very solid defensive game" and "dominated face-offs- ", winr
18 of 20, to lead the Lords past Columbus.
Men's Tennis:
Bob Zabel has been playing well so far this season and beat his opponent frv'
Wooster, 6-- 1, 6-- 3. Wooster is ranked sixteenth in the nation.
Women's Tennis:
Clara Cambell has been outstanding at the number two singles position. Campl"1'
has gone 5-- 0 so far this season.
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University of Texas at Austin.
With the victory. Coach Jim Steen has
xcome the leading swim coach in NCAA
atory. He has guided his squads to 12 nat-
ional titles, eight with the men and four w ith
By Darryl Shankle
Going into the 1987 season, things appear
to be very bright for the Lords' lacrosse team.
For example, they ended 1986 with three vict-
ories, giving them a winning record of 6-- 5,
and only a handful of seniors graduated.
Also, coach Bill Heiser, now in his eighteenth
year, will be aiming for his 100th career vict-
ory. He will claim that magic mark when the
Lords win their second game.
Some of the players to watch this season
include attackmen Doug Hazel and Terry
Martin. Hazel, a senior, has scored 63 goals
in three years. He has a good chance of movi-
ng into second place on the career scoring
list, needing 30 goals to overtake Dave
Cronin 73, who accumulated 93. Brian Bohn
y tops the list with 114. Martin, a
sophomore, was the team leader in total
points last season with 42. He also received
second team all-confere- nce honors along
SPORTS'APR. 2, 1987 PAGE SEVEN
Lord swimmers drown rivals, win eighth consecutive national title
The Kenyon Lords' swim team is now bill-in- c
itself as the eighth wonder of the world,
jnd with good reason. This past weekend,
,,e Lords won their eighth consecutive
;C.A Division 111 Swimming and Diving
Championship.
With 480 points, kenyon defeated Denison
University, who tallied 338 points, by a mar-a- n
of 142 points. The University of Californ-
ia at San Diego (UCSD) claimed third with
;S6 points.
They know what it takes to win a national
.hampionship," says Kenyon Coach Jim
Steen.
The Lords won eight of the 18 possible
;ients and set records in two of them. Additi-
onally, Kenyon will be sending five Lords to
h; Division I Championships. Kenyon's
i.X)-ya-
rd freestyle relay team qualified for the
Vision I meet. Also qualifying in individual
?ents were juniors Dennis Mulvihill in the
ICO-ya-
rd freestyle and Paul DiFrancesco on
the one-met- er board. Members of the relay
earns who will make the trip are Mulvihill,
ian Schmidt, Dave Greenlee, and George
Pond, lhe Division i meet is aijmi u mc
Dave Greenlee swims to victory at nationals.
the women. He passed the mark set by Mike
Peppe of Ohio State, who led the Buckeyes
to 11 titles from 1943 to 1962.
"It's nice to set records and be recognized,"
says Steen, "but the most important feeling is
to walk away satisfied."
with an honorable mention for All-Midwe- st.
Midfielders who will play vital roles this
season are sophomores Jeff Alpaugh and
Richard Ginsburg, junior co-capta- in Jim
Bancroft, and senior John Kirk. Alpaugh
possesses excellent offensive skills and is ex-
pected to be a leading scorer in the midfield.
Ginsburg injured a shoulder on the team's
two-gam- e trip to Maryland, but will see ac-
tion soon. Like Martin, Ginsburg made the
second team A1I-NCA- C and honorable men-
tion All-Midwe- st squads. Kirk, because he is
an aggressive defensive player, usually takes
on the opponent's best midfielder.
On the defensive end of things, senior
defenseman John Ritz, and goalies Peter
Houston and Chris Alpaugh will be called on
to stop the opponent's attack. Ritz is the
nucleus of an otherwise very young defensive
unit. Houston and Alpaugh replace second
team All-NCA- C and All-Midw- est goalie Bill
Broda, who separated a shoulder in
The individual spotlight of the meet shone
on both DiFrancesco and Mulvihill. Di-
Francesco was named the NCAA Division III
Diver of the Year for his two titles on the
boards. Prior to this meet, the Lords had
never had a champion in the diving events.
Maryland and will sit out the season.
Kenyon opened its season on March 9 at
Western Maryland and lost, 10--6. Sophomore
Pat Madden scored a hat trick for the Lords,
while Martin added three assists. Two days
later, the stickmen were pummelled by
Mount St. Mary's, 23-- 3.
Last Saturday at McBride Field, Kenyon
played the Columbus Club in an exhibition
match. The home team won easily, 18-- 8. "It
was nice to come back and play well after our
two games in Baltimore," comments assistant
coach Jeff Brown. "This should give our
team some momentum going into the regular
season." The Lords lit up the scoreboard with
no less than three goals per quarter.
Kenyon scored eight goals in the first
period to set the tone for the rest of the game.
Hazel, who notched four goals on the day,
opened the scoring with an unassisted shot
just 47 seconds into the match. Thir.ty-fou- r
seconds later, freshman Jim Johnston scored
DiFrancesco tallied 465.50 points on the one- - -
meter board, and 467.80 points on the three-met- er
board. For guiding DiFrancesco to
these titles, Coach Fletcher Guilders was
named the Division III Diving Coach of the
Year.
Mulvihill was a victor in five of the six
events in which he competed, the 200 and 500
freestyle, the 400 medlye relay, and the 400
and 800 freestyle relays. He also finished
eighth in the 100 backstroke. Mulvihill has
won three consecutive titles in both the 400
and 800 freestyle relays. This brings his total
number of national titles to 1 1 in three years,
four individual and seven relay.
Mulvihill also set two new NCAA Division
III records, in the 200 and 500 freestyle. Both
marks had previously been held by Bill Kaz-mierowi- cz
of UCSD. In the 200 freestyle,
Mulvihill touched in 1:37.43 (old record,
1:39.10) and in the 500 freestyle, in 4:25.05
(old record, 4:28.70). In addition to qualify-
ing for the Division I championships in the
200 freestyle, Mulvihill also met the standard
for the 1988 Olympic trials.
Other winners for the Lords were Schmidt
with three relay titles, Dave Waltuch with
two relay titles, Greenleee with one relay and
one individual title, and Nate Llerandi,
Pond, and Dave Wenz with one relay title
each.
Lords' lacrosse humiliates Columbus Club after tough Maryland trip
on a close range shot on an assist from Jeff
Alpaugh. The Lords scored five more goals,
two by Madden, before Columbus even got
on the scoreboard.
"Defensively, we were glad to hold them
under ten goals, especially after the last time
we were on the field (when we gave up 23),"
stated Brown. Taking credit for the victory
were goalies Houston and Chris Alpaugh.
Houston played the first half, stopping five
shots while surrendering three goals.
"Alpaugh gave up five goals and blocked
seven shots in his second half play.
"Our offense played very well," noted
Brown. The Lords were able to distribute the
scoring. Along with Hazel's four goals, Mad-
den added four of his own. Alpaugh added
and Martin. Collectingtwo, as did Bancroft
single goals were Johnston, Kirk, sophomore
John Wallace, and sophomore Mike Sofo-renk- o.
The Lords amassed 48 shots on goal,
compared to Columbus' 29.
Lords' baseball splits with Denison; looks to improve fundamentals
By Ben Strauss
While a 1- -1 1 record is nothing to be too exi-
ted about, the Kenyon College baseball
leam is definitely improving. One thing to
tep in mind is that it took eighteen games
for the team to get it's first victory last year,
kut only eleven games this year. After a
'ough trip down South, and then losing four
zames by two runs or less, the Lords won
eir first conference game of the season on
Sunday, squeaking by arch rival Denison Uni-versii- y.
4--3.
Last Tuesday, the Lords "took one on the
in" to Capital by a score of 15-- 5. Jon
right had a tough time, giving up nine runs
in
'he first three innings. His replacement,
B'uce Szabo, fared little better, allowing five
'uns, four earned, over the next four innings,
"mil Matt Rosenberger came in to finish up,
8ving up only an unearned run. Offensively,
h Martin had a single and a double and
fcored two runs. Nick Riggs also chipped in
'"h a single, a double, and an RBI to score
Mother three runs for Kenyon. Tim Keller
Jim Hinkle each singled twice in the
game, with Hinkle getting an RBI.
"We are trying to work on three aspects of
the game, pitching, baserunning, and de-
fense," explained head coach Larry Kindbom
after the defeat. "Today we just did not get
the pitching or the defense."
Against Denison on Sunday, the Lords got
good pitching and terrific defense to record
their first win of the season, 4-- 3. Keller turned
in a nice performance on the mound, and got
timely help from reliever Kevin Martin in the
last inning to sew up the victory. Keller went
six innings allowing three runs, two of them
earned, on eight hits and two walks while
striking out five Big Red batters In the
seventh, Kindbom elected to go to Martin,
who came in and struck out the first batter he
faced, and then proceeded to get the next two
to fly out, earning his first save. On offense,
Keller helped his own cause by getting a dou-
ble in the third, knocking in Chris Wasson.
Keller subsequently scored on a Denison er-
ror, after Hinkle had singled to score Riggs.
Riggs scored the winning run in the fifth,
when he reached on an error, moved up on a
ground out and scored on Jim Bush's RBI
single.
got a good performance from Tim," said
Kindbom. "Also, Kevin Martin was superb
ofT the bench in relief."
The second game on Sunday left a bit more
to be desired, as Denison scored quickly and
early, getting four runs in the first inning,
four in the second, and three in the third to
take a lead they would never relinquish. Dave
Adams started the game, but was taken out
in the third inning. The one positive side of
the game was the relief effort turned in by
Wright. He went four innings, giving up one
earned run on three hits, while striking out
two batters and walking two batters. The of-
fense was scattered around the lineup for the
Lords. Pete Harper had two of the team's
eight hits; he also knocked in a run. Hinkle
see BASEBALL paf--e eight
Lord netters defeat Marietta, 9-- 0
By Ben Strauss
The Kenyon College men's tennis team
made short work of visiting Marietta, win-
ning every set in an impressive 9-- 0 win here
Saturday afternoon.
Kenyon head coach Scott Thielke was hap-
py with the performance of the team, saying,
"I thought we concentrated much better to-
day than we have in the past. Steve Oz-come- rt
had some trouble at number one, and
there might be a shake up in the top three
seeds."
Ozcomert had a tough time at number one,
winning by a 6-- 4 and 7-- 5 score. However,
that was as close as Marietta could come, as
the Lords rolled to victory without giving up
more than two games in a set the rest of the
way. Other winners in singles were Tim Sta-le- y,
Bob Zabel, John Crowley, Mike San-
ders and Fred Fordon.
In the doubles, top seeds Fordon and
Zabel raised their season's record to 3-- 1 with
an easy, 6-- 0, 6-- 1 win. Staley and Ozcomert
won in the second-see- d match, and Sanders
and Adam Wadsworth defeated their oppo-
nents 6-- 0, 6-- 0 to close out the match.
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The computer images by West illustrate his
futuristic approach to the art world. His
theme was experimentation; he pushed the
computer to its creative limits in an aesthetic
exercise. Although his images are very suc-
cessful in themselves, it is the creative process
leading up to the final product that makes the
works so intriguing. West hooked a special
video camera up to the computer that flashed
images up on the screen. He was able to
"draw" on the screen by using a magnetized
pull stick on an electronic tablet. This process
produced many different line qualities. How-
ever, the images that West displayed were
photographs of the original computer screen.
Thus the final pieces lack the vibrancy and
luministic qualities of West's original efforts.
Margerum's ceramic masks allowed a lot
of freedom for the viewer's imagination. Her
masks were not used to hide emotions, rather
they added expressionistic and characteristic
qualities. Some of them, such as Tiger Lily il-
lustrated animalistic human tendencies. In
The Queen of the Night, Margerum created a
societal mask which suggested glamour and
intrigue. On her most distinctive piece, Sleep-
ing Beauty, Margerum was reluctant to com- -
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IT'S A GOOD TIME
FOR THE GREAT TASTE
Tuesday night is
KENYONITE
at McDonalds
300 hamburgers (limit 10), 4-- 8 p.m.
at 1059 Coshocton Rd. Restaurant, ONLY.
Owned and operated by Joe and Krvs Mortellaro
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Zinn, West, Margerum, Schmidt open senior shows
By Allison Tittle
The first set of Senior Art Exercises was
shown in the Olin Gallery he first week after
Spring Break. The artists were Fred Zinn,
Alice Margerum. Dan West and Bennett
Schmidt. Many students probably didn't get
the chance to speak to the artists about their
work.
Zinn's chalk-base- d works deal with, the
theme of mythology; however, this is a loose
means o"f interrelating his fantastical images.
For the most part, Zinn initially created a
figure drawing and then distorted the human
form and added completely imaginary shapes
and objects. This was the case for The
Creator of Dreams which depicts a female
figure reclining in a chair. Her limbs diffuse
into emerging figures that intertwine with
other artistic forms. Indeed, she appears as
the image of Mother Earth casting off organ-
ic ideas and dreams. Zinn enjoys the fact that
viewers can spend hours identifying these
representational images in the obscure,
playful yet sensuous markings. The majority
of these forms were unintentional, but this
factor only adds to the exotic and fanciful
qualities to the works.
hex cwuVv
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ment because she wanted to encourage tne
viewers to use their imaginations. However,
she did reveal that it dealt with the uninten-
tional cruelty of a certain princess that was
perhaps asleep behind a wall of roses with
lethal thorns that could kill a few princes.
Schmidt's works were reactions to basic
emotions through restricted means. When
viewing the works in a chronological fashion,
it is interesting to note the transitional and
Fritsch
continued from page two
shops on these and other questions, and
publishing numerous sets of technical
manuals and social-ethic- al analyses.
AI will be at Kenyon for a fairly brief visit,
giving the talk Monday afternoon, and then
having dinner with interested persons in Up-
per Dempsey following the talk. On Tuesday
morning, he will be speaking with my "Phil-
osophy of Religion" class (9:40 a.m., Ascen-
sion 116), on the question of the connection
of the Christian tradition with attitudes
leading to ecological crisis, and possible
Bike path continued from page I
these residents' concerns are "fears that can't
be based." He points to the success of a bike
path in Granville that he says has had no
problems with vandals.
In order to increase interest for the project,
Samuell appeared before Student Council to
ask for support and a letter of their intent.
He says, "There are those against it; we want
to show those who are in favor." Student
Council agreed unanimously to support the
bike path and has drafted a letter to the Knox
County Commissioner's Office to show its
support.
However, Student Council failed to accept
Mr. Samuell's request to pass out petitions in,
support of the matter. Student Council
Secretary Margaret Tuttle defends Council's
position, saying, "It is not our responsibility
to solicit names for another organization.
Recent criticism of the project has not
slowed progress, however, according to
Samuell, who reports, "We've signed the
papers and contracts; we're moving."
Condom sales
continued from page one
are probably able to be penetrated by viruses
such as those which cause AIDS.
Concerning the issue of condom availabili-
ty for use as birth control, Schermer feels
that there are better options than the condom
and that these are readily available at the
health center. He, as well as Foster, hopes
that the school will produce a booklet for
students detailing information about such
sexually related topics in a responsible manner.
As far as rumors of condom dispensing
machines, the subject has been broached
among various informal groups as well as the
senior staff. Farr Hall's two main floor
restrooms have been chosen as tentative loca-
tion for the machines due to their centrality,
convenience and anonymity. Plans for the
placement of such machines await discussion
at the next meeting of the Parent's Advisory
Council. Jordan stresses that the availability
of the condoms is only part of the health
plans and that such a program will more im-
portantly seek to educate students about all
matters concerning AIDS and responsibility
in sexual relations.
developmental aspects of his art. In
er works, Schmidt set limitations to ' j
bers of colors in his palette and to th
distortions of his futuristic and
shaDes. In his later pieces, he used
softer range of colors while smoot ""
blending the crisp edges of his earlie
The most recent watercolors combir
these elements in a synchromatic
which is very reminiscent of Delaun
Christian resources to help shift i
titudes. There will be lunch in Uppe
sey following the class.
Please feel free to join us for any
activities. I know Al to be a stimul;
down-to-eart- h speaker. Some faci
students may be especially interested
ing contact with Al in that "App;
Science in the Public Interest" has
several student internships, both in
mer and during the academic year.
Sincerely,
Donald Rothberg
Assistant Professor of Philosophy
Honor's Day
continued from page I
tion with the program to alleviate k
time food shortages. From 1 945-4- 5
was involved with the U.S. Military
ment in West Germany and assiste.
2
ministering food rations and import K
U.S. Zone during the Berlin block
became the Director ot the division :
Li-
- r .i 1
Ioanes worked for the USD
1949-5- 3 doing a variety of work, sik
ordinating their role in domestic h
grams and developing USDA posi:
legislative proposals. In 1957, Ioanes
Deputy for the Foreign Agricultura
(FAS) and eventually became the .;
trator from 1962-197- 3. During tho-h- e
was involved with building
development programs and trade
tions that included the first sales I
and Russia. Ioanes retired from :
1973. In 1974, he became an inter
trade consultant until his retirement
As well as receiving the Doctor
degree, Mr. Ioanes will be the spe
Honor's Day; his speech is entitles
Kenyon to Washington." He will div
effects of a liberal arts education and
education at Kenyon led him to his.
ments. Comments President Jordan,
delighted he will be able to share hi
tions on his education and careers."
will also be SDeakina in Lower f
Lounge on Monday, April 13 at m
will speak with students about carer
areas with which he has been involu
Baseball
continued from page seven
had a double and scored a run, wh:
and Rader also crossed the plate for K
as the Lords lost, 1 1- -3.
Monday's games were cancelled
rain, so Kenvon is now 1- -1 1 overall, b
importantly, they are 1- -1 in the NC
week's action will see Kenyon do bat
Muskingum on Saturday afternoon ir
ble header, and then travel to Beth
Sundav for another double header.
Hair Lines Beauty Salon
103 S. Mechanic St., Mount Vernon
392-595- 8
specializing in electrolysis
Monday-Frida- y, 8-5:- 30, and by appointment
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